
Artist Name:  
• Xi


Independent Artist 
Based in Vienna, Austria

Available worldwide 


www.xi-ting.com

xi.trap.xi@gmail.com

+436641005752


Age: 
• 21


Medium:  
• Music (Lyricist, Singer)


Genre:  
• Alternative  

Field Skills: 
• Singing

• Composing 

• Writing lyrics

• FL Studio (I usually write harmonies here which then my producer uses to complete musical arrangement for a song)

• Adobe Premiere Pro, AfterEffects, Photoshop (I edit my own music videos and album covers here)

• Directing a music video (i have a story behind every song which I then implement when creating a music video)

• Dancing (i trained rhythmic gymnastics professionally for 8 years which gave me a skill of good moves)


Team: 
• Oleksandr Samartsev - manager (ole.samartsev@gmail.com) 

• Yury Khustochka - producer,  composer

• ___ - engineer (supplied by Yury Khustochka)

• ___ - mastering (supplied by Yury Khustochka)

• Julia Voice - music (singing) teacher


My Story: 

I am Xi. My nickname has it’s own story: ‘x’ stands for a variable (like in maths) - it has infinite meaning and can be 
replaced with anything; ‘i’ comes from ‘inertia’ - which I believe is universal state of everything. When you put x.inertia 
together you get everything on one side and they way it exists on the other. I like to put a lot physics and philosophy in 
everything I create. 


I came into music by what might seem as an accident, I realized it’s my favorite thing to do straight away though. I used 
to write a lot of lyrics for a while. One day I was at a friend’s place, who is a producer and was playing with FL, wrote a 
beat. He suggested me to record something on top of it and since I had a bunch of lyrics ready I went for it. Still 
recording music since that day as you can see.


What is the Legend: 

I call a story behind my songs a legend. All of my lyrics are somewhat different at a first glance, though there is a 
connecting story between all of them. I usually write songs for different reasons, to different people, characters and 
entities. However, the connection part is how I feel about them. 


I don’t differentiate songs according to who it was written for. I see it as writing to a feeling. It’s a challenge for me to 
make songs personal and particular, I view world as a flow of emotions that everybody shares. I think they are as alive 
as we are. Those are who I write to because they are the ones who can change and can change us.
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